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Abstract
Corporate governance is today as important as public governance for the enormous economic
powers at the disposal of corporations particularly the large ones. This laid credence to the
huge attention the subject receives currently in all starters of human endeavours. The fall of
corporate giants like Enron, Cadbury and others was the eye opener needed by the corporate
world and the academia to pay attention to the subject. Intellectual discussions and indeed
scholarly research in the field are going on daily at a geometrical rate. However, scholarly
research must bring about improvement on existing knowledge. To achieve this, existing
works has to be exhumed analysed, situated and processes to bring about new knowledge and
or fresh ideas in order to advance knowledge and to improve corporate governance in
particular and the corporate world in general. This paper therefore seeks exhume and analyse
literature around the subject of corporate governance. In particular it addresses corporate
governance, environment and society; it’s connection to globalisation; directors and
regulation in Nigeria through literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Corporations occupied an important place in
the economic life of the people in most
countries. Thus Woltensoh [1] observed that
governance of corporations is as important
today as governance of countries [2] due to the
huge impact the former have on the economy.
Increasingly corporations are responsible for
the provision of employment, goods, services
and infrastructure. In any economy dominated
by large enterprises, which appear to be the
current trend in developed and developing
countries, [3] the way directors make choices
between the orthodox objective of profit
maximization and the interest of stakeholders
affect everyone [4]. However, as early as 1932
Berle and Means have raised the question
whether decision making by directors in public
and multinational companies should be guided
solely by consideration of profit or should it
take the interest of all the stakeholders and
social considerations into account [5]? There
is also an awareness of an impending
ecological crisis [6] which is not unconnected

with corporate activities. For example, Human
Right Watch [7] observed that it is
commonplace that flooding, coastal erosion,
sedimentation, degradation, air pollution,
biodiversity depletion, health problems, and
low agricultural production are caused by
economic activities of the oil corporations in
the Niger-Delta region of Nigeria. Parkinson
[8] further opined that technological
advancement and increase in international
competition have resulted in persistent
unemployment, especially in the urban areas.
This calls attention to the fact that private
businesses can affect everyone and possessed
a possible private solution to some social and
economic problems such as unemployment,
provision of social infrastructure and
environmental degradation. This is particularly
attractive in that most economies today
including that of Nigeria operate a capitalist
ideology, which opposes state intervention in
matters of private business [9]. Agom [10]
also noted the relevance of Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) in encouraging social
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involvement and popular participation in
governance of corporations. These include
shareholders associations, professional bodies
like that of accountants and lawyers.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE,
COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT
A shift in attitude towards the environment on
the part of directors of public and
multinational
companies
involving
a
reassessment of company objectives may be
necessary, since it has been generally realized
that mere legal regulation and control of the
natural persons’ environmental activities will
be inadequate response to the problems of
environmental degradation. There is also, the
need for the law and rules to properly regulate
business in order to balance the various
interests involved in the corporations.
Thus Hussey [11] asserts that corporate
governance is the manner in which corporate
organizations are managed and the nature of
accountability of the managers to the owners.
Corporate governance has also been described
as the managerial control of an organization,
which can reduce the risk of fraud, improve
company performance, leadership and
demonstrate social responsibility. It may
therefore be stated that different systems of
corporate governance will embody legitimate
lines of accountability by defining the nature
of the relationship between the company and
key corporate constituencies [12]. But
corporate governance is a slow growing and
relatively novel legal concept in developing
countries including Nigeria. Thus, Okike
opined that while the literature on Corporate
Governance is growing fast worldwide, this is
not the case in developing countries and not
much is known about the state of corporate
governance in Nigeria until relatively recently
[13]. This is believed to be due to the slow
pace of development in every aspect of life in
the country, corporate governance inclusive
and various other challenges ranging from
political, economic and social.
Sam Nganga et al [14] submitted that,
corporate governance is an important
consideration for investors around the world.
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In Africa, Eastern Europe and other emerging
markets about 85% of investors are likely to
consider corporate governance to be equally or
more important than financial issues in
deciding which companies to invest in.
According to them corporate governance is
essentially about the prevention of theft.
Quoting Shleifer and Vishny they noted that,
‘corporate governance deals with the ways
suppliers of finance to corporations assure
themselves of getting a return on their
investment. How … they make sure that
managers do not steal the capital … or invest
in bad projects.
They also defined corporate governance as
‘the set of mechanisms through which outside
investors are protected against expropriation
by insiders. Insiders include managers, major
shareholders (individuals, other firms, family
interests and/or governments) as well as large
creditors (e.g. banks). Outsiders include equity
investors, providers of debt, minority
shareholders etc. Expropriation of outsiders
takes many forms: outright theft of assets,
transfer
pricing,
excessive
executive
compensation,
entrenchment
of
inept
management teams or diversion of funds to
unsuitable projects that benefit one group of
insiders etc. The role of corporate governance
is therefore to prevent expropriation of
investors by managers, smaller investors by
larger ones, and debt providers by equity
investors (or vice versa).
Orji et al [15] opined that corporate governance
is about nurturing enterprise while ensuring
accountability in the exercise of power and
patronage by firms. Therefore, the essence of
good corporate governance is to promote
efficient corporations that contribute to the
welfare of society by creating wealth,
employment, solutions to existing and emerging
challenges; responsive and accountable to
stakeholders;
recognize
and
protect
shareholders' right; and adopt an inclusive
approach based on democratic ideals of
legitimate representation and participation.
They further asserted that demonstrably, good
corporate governance seeks to exercise
corporate powers in the stewardship of the
corporation's total portfolio of assets and
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resources with the objective of making and
increasing shareholders' value and the
satisfaction of other stakeholders in the context
of the company’s corporate mission. Ikpoto
[16] quoted with approval the definition of
Corporate Governance by the European
Corporate Governance Institute to the effect
that: "…the basis of accountability in
Companies, institution and enterprises is
balancing corporate economic and social goals
on the one hand with community and individual
aspirations on the other. The concept embraces
the achievement through corporate management
of the company's corporate goals of ensuring
greater profits for the members and its social
and community goals of protecting and
promoting the interest of the employees, the
customers, and the community. It deals with the
proper degree and method of regulating the
balance of interest between these competing
groups” [17].

GLOBALISATION AND
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN
NIGERIA
Thus, Oluwagbami and Udombana [18]
submitted and rightly so, that just as
globalization has impacts all other aspects of
the life, it has equally impacted governance of
corporations, which constitutes the major
chunk of world economic activities. Corporate
Governance especially in recent times has
become highly globalized. The growth of
corporations across national and continental
boundaries has resulted in heightened interest
by both nations and international organizations
in the activities of these corporations, since the
economic health or otherwise of one
corporation affects the situation of individuals
and nations across borders. Therefore, just as
good public governance constitutes important
issue in national and international discourse
across the globe; good corporate governance is
similarly being demanded of management and
boards of directors of corporations across the
globe. As a matter of fact, corporate
governance represents a good and efficient
policy instrument in many aspects of the
national economy.
Okike however, observed that it is not the lack
of corporate governance structures in Nigeria

that is the issue, but their effectiveness in
monitoring the compliance mechanisms.
Alluding to the Report on the Observance of
Standards and Codes (ROSC), [19] he
observed that whilst many of the stakeholders
believed that the quality of disclosure was
generally good, they had doubts about the
credibility of the financial disclosures [20].
This could be due to the United State Enron,
Nigeria Cadbury as well as other similar
corporate scandals across the globe, [21]
which suggest that a neat financial report
should not be taken on the face value, but
efforts, should be made to equally ascertain its
credibility.
However, Amao and Amaechi noted that
public companies in Nigeria are gradually
adopting the principles of good governance as
there are noticeable improvements in board
composition, executive compensation, and
shareholders ‘participation and voting [22].
However, according to Sanjai Bhagat, Brian
Bolton & Roberta Romano, these are the most
elemental components of a corporate
governance system [23]. Nonetheless the pace
of movement in this direction is rather slow.
This is however understandable given the state
of infrastructure and the economy as a whole
in Nigeria. As a confirmation of the corporate
governance improvement in Nigeria compared
to the situation in the 80s and 90s, the World
Bank investor protection index gave Nigeria
an average rating. The rating covers
transparency in transaction, shareholders
ability in seeking redress against directors and
liability for self –dealing [24].

CORPORATIONS AND STATUS OF
DIRECTORS
But it is trite law that directors owe their duties
not to individual shareholder or a group of
them but to the company. This much was
admitted by the court in Percival v Wright
[25]. Orojo [26] espouse the position of the
law even further to the effect that unless the
articles otherwise provide, the board of
directors, when acting within the powers
conferred on them by the Act [27] or articles,
shall not be bound to obey the direction or
instructions of the members in general meeting
provided that the directors acted in good faith
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and with due diligence. Yet we still talk of
directors as merely commercial men managing
a trading concern for the benefit of themselves
and the shareholders, and the memorandum
and articles of a company as a contract
between the company, the directors,
shareholders, and employees inter se [28].
Aligned to this is the legal principle that it is
the company who can enforce directors’ duties
[29]. This appears to be a paradox because of
the usual strong administrative machinery of
the company at the disposal of the directors.
Thus, enforcement of directors’ duties by the
company often proved to be impossible.
Farrar, J.H., Furrar, N.E. & Hannigan, B.M.
[30]; observed that although in the nineteenth
century directors were seen as agents of the
corporation in general meeting and as such
they are controlled by the general meeting, the
situation is no longer the case. According to
the authors, the increase in the powers and
influence of the directors is a result of the
change of the wordings in the standard form of
articles in the early twentieth century. Barnes
[31] noted that the general meeting is a vital
organ which provides the shareholders the
opportunity to have a say on the affairs of the
company and take necessary action on
company affairs. He however admitted that the
power to call general meeting vested in the
board of directors’ arms them with dictatorial
power to decide when to call a general
meeting or whether a meeting shall be held or
not. Abdullai [32] also noted that the general
meeting is now more of a stage-managed event
and therefore of little value. He proposed a
review of CAMA in order to ensure greater
and meaningful participation of shareholders
in company affairs. In the words of Olawoyin
[33] the lack of effective control over directors
in Nigeria was a result of the inability of the
legislature to introduce the necessary
courageous reforms. Parkinson also pointed
out that due to increasing globalization there
has been a resurgence of interest in what
should be the proper balance between the
freedom of the directors to manage a business
and the interest of the shareholders to have a
say and their interest protected in the running
of the business [34]. The question here is can
all the shareholders or only the majority of
them have a say in the running of the
company? Akanki [35] Pennington [36], and
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Geoffrey Morse [37], observed that the rule in
Foss v. Harbottle was to ensure democracy in
the companies by shutting out vexatious
actions though in the process renders the
minority vulnerable victims of the companies’
majority shareholders. This is in line with
Gower’s [38] view when he opined while
examining the ramifications of the principle
contained in Foss v. Harbottle, that the rule is
an inhibition to minority shareholder’s right to
challenge corporate wrongs. Thus, Akanki
further submitted that the enlargement of the
concept of oppression to encompass unfairly
prejudicial; unfairly discriminatory and
disregard of interest is a commendable
innovation in the CAMA 1990 which is meant
to protect the minorities [39]. He applauded
the removal of judicial barrier as to competent
litigants that hitherto encouraged the majority
to perpetuate fraud on the minorities in
companies. He remarked further that the
elongation of the concept of locus standi to
encompass a director, officer past or present, a
creditor, the Corporate Affairs Commission
(CAC), and any other person the court
considers fit and proper, is a legislative
weapon capable of minimizing rather than
encouraging frivolous litigations [40].
Furthermore, shareholders may have influence
on appointment and removal of directors as
recognized by the legal framework however,
the reality is that in several companies, the
directors would normally be the controlling
shareholders; this naturally makes their
removal a remote possibility. The other
options available to shareholders where they
are dissatisfied with the behaviours or
activities of their directors include; petition for
winding up of the company [41]; petition for
relief on the ground of illegality of the act(s)
of the directors [42]; and application for
investigation of the company's affairs by the
Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) [43].

CORPORATE
NIGERIA

REGULATION

IN

Since it appears that the shareholders may not
be able to ensure that directors act in their
interest, focus is shifted to the government to
ensure the enforcement of the law. However, it
has been argued that the government
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regulatory authorities are ineffective. For
example, O. O. Oladele [44] identified
problems with the Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC). He argued that the power
of the CAC to order company meeting is an
incomplete one, in view of the position of the
law to the effect that the CAC can only
exercise its power to direct a company general
meeting if there is an application from a
member of the company. This implies that in
the absence of an application from a member
even if the commission is in possession of
information to this effect it can do nothing.
This provision is not in the spirit of good
corporate governance as it makes the
commission a toothless bulldog [45]. Another
problem identified is the power of the CAC to
receive reports from foreign companies
exempted from domestic incorporation. This
power makes the CAC a dummy, as the power
to penalize foreign companies who fails to file
the necessary report at the CAC lies with the
Federal Executive Council, which lack the
time and expertise to handle such matter on
many occasions. Therefore, such companies
escape the supervisory powers of the CAC
even where they fail to report their activities in
relation to existing laws, such as
Environmental Protection Act, Standard
Organization Act, Consumer Protection
Council Act and so on. Anifalaje opined that
the creation of a corporate supervision
department within the CAC to carry out
constant surveillance on companies will ensure
better regulatory environment [46]. Otobo,
[47] Okeahalam and Akinboade [48], also
observed that the problem of supervision and
enforcement of regulatory laws and processes
is the major problem hindering effective
implementation of good corporate governance.
They
contended
that
judicial
and
administrative means of supervision have not
been successful to bring about effective
corporate governance. According to them,
researches have shown that a good regulatory
process should consist of rules, monitoring of
compliance and enforcement of such rules and
standards.
According to Inan Wilson, the ineffectiveness
of the regulatory institution is caused partly by

the lack of dynamism is legislation. For
instance, the provision relating to investigation
by inspectors under CAMA [49] allows the
CAC to appoint outside inspectors to
investigate the affairs of any company
subsequent to an application by a member
[50]. This constitutes an impediment to the
regulatory power of the CAC in [51] that it is
bound to be ineffective due to the absence of
secrecy of the process. The complaint by
member(s) and the subsequent appointment of
external inspector is likely to have filtered to
the directors which enable them to take
remedial actions
sometimes
including
falsification of records and documents. But a
better approach is one which allows the CAC
to appoint an officer who will arrive at any
company to demand production of any
document(s) which may be the bases of a fullscale investigation later on. This will prevent
falsification, mutilation or alteration of
document prior to investigation [52].

LAW AND ENFORCEMENT AS A
CHALLENGE TO GOOD
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN
NIGERIA
Ayodele Adelaja Adekoya, also assert that
Nigeria is a country where the ruling elites
have little respect for the laws of the land. The
politicians rather than obey the law will use
their political influence to circumvent any rule
or mechanisms for regulation in the country.
The system in the country is equally unique in
that political elites are treated as
“untouchables” who are above the law. The
entire country security systems have been
deliberately weakened by the political elites
such that they are more inclined to look the
other way instead of confronting the “big
men” in the society. Corruption is so
institutionalized that law enforcement is done
along influence, tribal, religious or political
line depending on the convenience of the “big
men.” Politicians siphon the country’s fund
and launder them through the corporations and
naturally they are in turn protected them. The
protection is in the form of preventing law
enforcement agencies or regulators from
compelling these corporations and their crones
to observe the law [53]. Corporate regulation
will continue to be weak as long as it is
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mutually beneficial to both the politicians and
businessmen. Politician needs corporations to
launder their loots and the business class need
politician for patronage, government contracts,
protection from the law for tax evasion and so
on [54].
As early as 1992, Abdullai [55] identified
areas of the CAMA calling for review.
According to him, the provision on quorum
which is to the effect that the chairman may
continue a general meeting where the quorum
was withdrawn by members leaving the
meeting, if the chairman is of the view that
members have insufficient reason for leaving
the meeting, is highly subjective [56]. In the
opinion of Boyle [57] this is compounded by
general low attendance at such meetings and
the proxy instrument has failed to serve as a
monitoring device, it is more of a potent
weapon in hands of an overbearing board.
However, Abdullai further assert that another
area deserving a review is S. 258 (2) of
CAMA which provide to the effect that the
register of the board of directors showing
attendance of meetings by a director seeking
re-election be distributed to member at general
meeting [58]. This is not adequate as mere
attendance cannot be said to amount to quality
service on the part of a director in the
preceding year to persuade members on his
reappointment. Further to this, while
remuneration of directors is to be fixed by the
general meeting, that of the managing director
is to be fixed by board of directors. Problem
may arise in both situations, first, while it is
not possible for a large body like the general
meeting to effectively discuss and fix
remuneration for the directors; a situation
often exploited by the directors to either plant
some individuals to say what they want to hear
or out rightly impose their view and secondly,
since there is no express provision to the effect
that a managing director cannot attend a
meeting where his remuneration is to be
discussed and fixed, his attendance no doubt
will affect the quality and direction of
deliberations on the issue [59].
Adoga [60] has observed that although the
Companies and Allied Matters Act (CAMA)
1990, the main legislation on corporate
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governance
in
Nigeria
may
appear
comprehensive, it has since become obsolete
in comparison with global trends in corporate
governance and business law practices. By
Adoga’s reckoning areas calling for
legislatives’ attention in the CAMA include:
first, the need to restructure the categories of
companies registerable in Nigeria [61]. There
is the need to accommodate new trends in this
respect [62].Second, there is also the absence
of a comprehensive legislation codifying the
corporate governance laws, rules, and
principles either by way of amendment in the
CAMA or enactment of a separate legislation
as some advance economies have done [63].
Third, the amount of paid up capital for private
and public companies as contained in the
CAMA 1990, is today unrealistic as it would
appear in 1990 [64].
Another aspect of CAMA calling for attention
is s. 382 on unclaimed dividends [65].The
absence of a legal framework requiring
companies to make announcement in the print
media to create awareness for the beneficiaries
of the dividends and the shares appears to be a
lacuna in the current legal framework. Also
Nigerian corporate law is about the only one in
the world today that allows wholly owned
foreign companies to establish wholly owned
companies in Nigeria without any kind of
protection for competing local companies [66].
The current legal framework in Nigeria does
not have any provision on the use of
information and communication technology
(ICT) in relation to corporate activities. This is
understandable as ICT was still at the embryo
stage when CAMA was enacted some two
decades ago. A forward looking amendment to
the current corporate legislation in Nigeria will
therefore be expected to contain provisions on
the guidelines for the use of E-Mails, GSM
and websites in relation to corporate
information, AGM, statutory notices, online
registration of companies or subsidiaries,
online submission of annual returns, online
dispatch of share certificates etc [67 ].
Therefore, concrete efforts have to be made to
reposition the legal environment in Nigeria to
meet new challenges. How the law through the
legislature addresses these problems and many
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others some of which comes along with
globalization, information technology, ecommerce, electronic attendance at general
meeting, transnational stock market and
stakeholders activism which were never
contemplated by CAMA, will determine the
direction of the relationship between the
directors and the stakeholders in the near
future. This is crucial as it has been said earlier
on that corporations are as important today as
governments.

CONCLUSION
The literature reviewed provides insights and
foundations for knowledge search in corporate
governance. It also addressed the issues which
research in corporate governance are meant to
address. Been a comprehensive review it
provides a roadmap for Nigeria’s corporate
governance reform discuss.
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